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I open the Omega Portal for this particular energy
transmission and even though I sit here alone,
physically, I link with every one of you as if we are
together physically. Time and distance do not
matter. What matters is intention and the link in
consciousness, and so as I shift my awareness into
my light body, I ask you to do the same, allowing
your physical body to be relaxed, allow your mind to
relax. We hold onto many thoughts and activities, so
relaxing the mind and body allows you to put your
attention into your light energy Beingness and to
come together as a large group into the receiving
area of the Station of Light.
We are always welcomed here. There are always
Beings present here and Orem has indicated that
he is here, already linking with you and assessing
your energy. So, we will begin.

“Greetings to you. Orem addressing you and I am
addressing you as a single unit. I am addressing
you present here and focusing entirely upon you as
we envelop you in the energy appropriate for you at
this time.
As a group we are aware of the individual
experiences you are undergoing and you are also
allowing change to happen and perhaps many of
you are feeling antagonised or disturbed by
experiences or people around you, so in this respect
with the intention focused on you, you are able to
draw in yourself through the energy presented here,
just what you need to hear or receive in your multidimensional aspect here.
Remember that there is no time when you are
assembled in spaces such as this and experiences
can change rapidly. There can be information given
to you in large packets in the concepts you are
surrounded with, and in symbolism and you can
also be changed in the interval that you are here
with us out of space and out of time dimension. Any
physical restriction is not apparent here with you.
We are wanting to have you receive on a greater
level of your consciousness. Therefore, be aware of
the higher energy self that you are here present and
come forward into a deeper working within the
Station of Light. This Station of Light is indeed a
manifestation of what is needed around planet
Earth at this time. There are multi layers to it and
you may also feel you are being drawn into an
aspect where you are physically working here.
There is a similarity between you being drawn into
this space and you connecting to yourself who is
already present here – actively working and
cooperating and constructing many of the energy
systems which are needed within the city of light
manifesting around you.
Submerge yourself in the sense of this and you will
be able to identify some of the aspects of creation
that are here and much of what you would wish to
put into practice physically in your own current
lifetime.

Many of these aspects are known to you in your
thought patterns and we are drawing you away from
some of the issues that have manifested in levels of
consciousness which evoke powerful emotions in
many of the Earth Beings, because the emotions
are relevant to the existence on planet Earth,
although many of them were most apparent and
needed in the earlier civilisation where you needed
to protect yourself from predators in the greater
kingdom established on Earth. There is meant to be
unification and understanding of the presence of
other beings and no harm given to the evolving
population on Earth. The humans present were
designed to create magnificent energy structures
and civilisations where you would be, in a sense, a
gateway, the Earth Portal Gateway, to allow other
dimensional Beings to come forth to planet Earth
and to sustain themselves and then to create
existence elsewhere, or to move beyond where
planet Earth is stationed and it was felt to be an
important Station.
In evolving your consciousness now, you are
moving back into creating that Station as was
originally proposed, as planet Earth Station.
Focusing on your individuality, you are moving into
an aspect of sustaining the upper level of your
consciousness into the current physical form you
have now, enabling it to be present as evolutionary
changes happen around the planet and civilisation,
so there is a merging of much change taking place.
You are evaluated as we affirm to you during the
transmissions, to see what you are able to absorb
and change in yourself and what you are able to
release as previous patterns not needed now. In
delivering this to you in this particular part of the
transmission, you will feel you are being
strengthened and aligned again and you are going
beyond what you had felt you were capable of
understanding. It is not a matter of learning about it.
It is a matter of encompassing the energy systems
within your consciousness and allowing higher
aspects of Self Consciousness to be harmonised
and integrated into all of the many layers of you
present here.

There is information needed by some of you
because you are wanting to establish something in
your life relating to the higher systems of light and
energy. Many of you are aware that you can use
higher levels of consciousness to change situations
using a method involving light as an energy
frequency. Feel this working throughout you in this
moment, and you will also perceive that it will enable
you to move more freely in your current situation.
Perhaps that will refer to your extended
environment or perhaps you need it for your
physical unit. The light system works in resonance
with the particular aspect known as the energy
blueprint for creation and upholding the overall
system of consciousness. In turn, this manifests in
certain ways. We uphold you in the state of
consciousness of support and oneness and that is
sufficient in that experience for you to adapt to and
to fill your current life pattern with.”
“In the presence of Commander Orem here, we are
coming forward to address you. Su Yan Rah I am
identifying my consciousness to you as, and we are
moving into manifesting a greater presence around
you, in the form that in the outer dimensional areas
of planet Earth, there is existing many stations.
Many are invisible and are unknown, but in other
cases there are established planetoid stations and
some on moving vessels of light such as your
Station of Light you are drawn into in this session.
There has been a change in what was regarded as
a field of creation which could be manipulated to
enable human beings to be used in a greater level
of construction – mechanical construction – and to be
used to understand the human faculties. We are
helping you to understand that this situation is
changing. It was referred to in your previous
message. There have been those of us who are
regarded as overseers and guardians who are very
strongly now stationed in the constructed
consciousness of layers around planet Earth. This
means that in the consciousness state, people who
are aware of being guided, will be changing how
they wish to assist the process on Earth. We are all
being drawn into the greater Council of Light and
they are overseeing and over-ruling observing all of

life patterns on Earth and you will understand that in
the process of this, there is a correction state, there
is a higher order and there are controls within the
universe and there is also the assembly of Beings
who have come forward to assist those of you on
Earth to be separate should you so choose, from
influences that are disturbing the maintenance of
balance within the whole entire system.

I gently bring you back now into the receiving area
of the Station and the Beings around you here are
coming forward to support you, to ease you. Over
many of the manifested lives you have had, there
can be the overlaying of many situations and this is
what we are helping you to be clear of in these
sessions.
I leave this with you at this time, Beloved

In the process of helping you expand your
consciousness, you are within the overall plan of
support. We remind you of this. We remind you that
you can call on the assistance of the Council of Light
and in so doing, you are calling forth a stream of
energy of assistance.

Orem out “

“Orem again speaking to you and we would help
you integrate what was given to you in that
message. If you understand it, you will understand
that there is a pattern that is being set right, just
being restored, and a pattern which is being undone
and people being released [not necessarily on
Earth] .

Lani here again and I thank Orem and Su Yan Rah
and all of the other Beings around us present in this
session. It seemed to be very deep, very important.
Perhaps many of you are not aware of what was
referred to, and others are. The overall impression
is that you are being freed of many of the layers that
have been affecting you energetically and therefore
physically and the Earth itself and layers around the
Earth is being freed. Perhaps it is a greater layer of
protection around us all.

Now we bring your attention back again to the
greater communication area here and even
amongst those of you present here there are
aspects which are being undone which you may
have been involved in, in certain practices. This is
all done in accordance with the higher aspect of
yourself so that you will feel you are brought back
into order and into the correct placement. There
have been disturbances which alter your positioning
within the dimensional framework, and so there are
times when individually you are being reset and
reconnected. In this space in this time you will feel
this is occurring for you again.

You may have experienced feeling being presented
to some very powerful Beings in the Council of Light
– higher evolved – higher understanding of the
purpose of the presence of life on planet Earth and
this you have been given also. Now it is time to bring
your awareness out of the Station back to your
physical life pattern, bringing in a greater level of
understanding and energy patterns in you, through
your mind, body and emotions. It has been a
pleasure bringing this to you today and as I close
the Portal on this transmission, please make sure
you are fully present again in your life pattern – fully
grounded. Thank you

We withdraw now. “

Your energy systems resonate with the greater
universal consciousness and the energy of course
then is coming in from beyond planet Earth Station.
It is coming from existences such as your origination
point. This is also helping an overall purification of
you, allowing the flow of higher energy frequency
into you in every way.
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